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LOW CARBON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
Create a place that facilitates a low carbon lifestyle through a reduction 
in car dependency, designing buildings to minimise energy and resource 
requirements, incorporates Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems and 
utilises sustainable methods of energy and heat provision.

 � Promote the use of sustainable energy from possible existing and future 
resources at Marsh Barton and investigate the potential for a combined heat 
and power distribution system;  

 � Minimise use of resources and promote energy efficiency through the design, 
choice of materials and construction methods of buildings;

 � Utilise Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems;
 � Encourage self sustaining lifestyles providing opportunities to grow food or 

fuel and travel by means other than private car.

3 COMMUNITY 
Create a place with a distinct sense of community and character that 
respects and preserves the identity of neighbouring settlements.
Deliver a balanced range of facilities to create diversity and ‘sense of place’.

 � Create variety through providing different densities and mixes of development 
to establish neighbourhoods that reflect and respond to the sites conditions 
and character; 

 � Encourage social integration, cohesion and strong physical links with existing 
communities;

 � Encourage interaction, community spirit and a sense of identity and 
ownership;

 � Provide an integrated mix of  housing types and tenure that responds to local 
needs and affordability;

 � Promote healthy and happy communities, facilitating a healthy lifestyle and 
enjoyment of the outdoors for the local business and residential community;

 � Utilise and respect the sites natural assets and historical features integrating 
these elements positively into the community. 
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GREEN SPACES 
Create a place that makes the most of its natural and cultural assets to 
provide a network of multi-functional ‘green’ corridors that link new 
residential areas and existing communities to open countryside. 

 � Utilising open spaces as a valuable community resource;
 � Ensure open spaces and greenways achieve a range of compatible functions 

and roles such as leisure and recreation, food production, drainage and flood 
risk management and biodiversity enhancement;

 � Ensure green spaces are linked up and connected to wider Green 
Infrastructure networks and open countryside  

 � Protection of Scheduled Monuments and Listed Buildings and their settings.

5 URBAN ENVIRONMENT 
Create a place with a high net density of mixed use development which 
is within easy access of high quality public open spaces, community 
facilities and the surrounding countryside.  

 � Develop a compact, high density, legible urban environment that also delivers 
an attractive living environment with easy access to public open space and the 
surrounding countryside;

 � Create a place recognised for its quality environment and a desirable place to 
live and work;

 � Create well defined, high quality streets and spaces;
 � Build high quality architecture that reflects local identity.
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BIODIVERSITY/ECOLOGY 
Create a place that promotes biodiversity, protects sensitive ecological 
areas and provides a network of wildlife corridors via strategic Green 
Infrastructure.

 � Ensure appropriate management and integration of existing wildlife corridors 
and habitats into new areas of built environment where possible retaining 
them within the public realm;

 � Retain and appropriately managing the County Wildlife Sites and other 
ecological designations within the site;

 � Retain and incorporate existing hedgerows and woodlands integrating them 
into wider continuous wildlife corridors and linking to surrounding key 
habitats including the Exminster Marshes.

7 EMPLOYMENT 
Create a place that enables people to live close to where they work. 

 � Develop strong links to other existing and potential employment locations 
 � Provide new employment opportunities in a high density integrated 

environment with the potential to create a new gateway to Exeter 
 � Create employment sites and units that are of a flexible design that respects 

the surrounding environment and that relate well to residential and other 
community uses

 � Ensure that employment sites and communities have good access to ICT 
resources promoting flexible working and the potential to work from home
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DELIVERABILITY 
Ensuring the masterplan provides a flexible framework for growth 
capable of delivering a strong sense of place in a phased way. 

 � Develop a phased approach to delivery which allows development to be 
delivered flexibly and incrementally, avoids the need for large up-front 
infrastructural contributions and encourages place making. 

 � Establish a collaborative approach to delivery involving the local community 
in decision making;

 � Establish a delivery plan that sequences development creating a positive cash 
flow and generating value where possible 

 � Establish a system for effectively capturing planning gain to invest back into 
the community 

 � Provide management and governance structures up-front to ensure the 
maintenance of open space and public realm  
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5.2 THE VISION
South West Exeter will be a new high density suburb centred on the enhanced public 
transport route. It will comprise new neighbourhoods clustered together within the 
valley and centred upon the Roman Road and Waybrook.  The valley bottom has po-
tential to form the setting for a water body such as a lake creating an attractive and 
entirely unique city feature with a strong identity. There will be a new high density 
place located around the key intersection of routes into the city along the A379 at the 
foot of knowle Hill.  New permeable and connected communities will be located on 
the valley sides facing the city and enjoying views across the Exe Valley towards the 
city.  Streets and buildings will climb the valley sides leading to the ridgetop park or 
common.  From here there will be stunning views out across the city and the estuary 
and towards Dartmoor.

South West Exeter will take advantage of three important place-making compo-
nents: 

 � its location on the most important historic route into the city from the south- 
the Roman Road;

 � its location on Matford Brook, one of the minor tributaries of the Exe;
 � its location below a new ridgetop country park

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE VISION
South West Exeter represents a new direction and a new place for the city.  This is not 
only a new geographical direction for the city’s growth – a new part of the city south 
of the River Exe but also a new direction in place-making terms that will meet the 
challenges of climate change. 

Extending the boundaries of any city to accommodate growth presents a great chal-
lenge.  Cities historically grow around a nucleus of natural advantages ranging from 
proximity to fresh water, natural shelter from elements , the confluence of historic 
routeways,  bridging points across rivers , and defence.  In common with most cities 
in Britain the pace of growth in the second half of the 20th Century in Exeter has 
either obscured or obliterated many of the natural and man-made factors that influ-
ence human habitation.  This is particularly evident in the south of the city where its 
physical structure has been fractured by the major roads, the M5 and A30 sweeping 
around the south and the west side of Exeter.  The exponential growth of Marsh Bar-

ton and Matford in this period has further served to confuse the physical structure of 
the city.

The vision for South West Exeter is to address all of this and reinforce the impor-
tance of the southern approach to the city.  The aim is to establish a new city district 
within the natural setting of Exeter, sitting below the ridgeline and benefitting from 
the backcloth of the hills that enclose the city.  South West Exeter will face back into 
the city with views of the city skyline and sitting close by the Exe. The intention is 
that South West Exeter will not only provide a clear identity for the area of growth 
but will also provide the focus for areas in the south of the city that currently lack a 
character and identity of their own. 
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STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT LAYOUT BASED ON POTENTIAL FOR GROWTH AND SITE CAPACITY
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4.2 STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT LAYOUT
Having assessed the potential for growth and established a vision and concept for 
the development, we have taken this a step further to develop three strategic devel-
opment options. These development options were assessed against the objectives 
established with the vision to agree the strategic development layout that could best 
achieve the vision. All three options and the assessment schedule can be found in 
Appendix 1.

All three strategic options were based on the same capacity as established in the 
Potential for Growth section and some of the key movement and spatial arrange-
ments for uses developed through the concept design as part of the vision. The key 
variations between the options were concerned with size of local centres, key public  
transport and school locations.

These variations were assessed against the objectives and the strategic development 
layout opposite was chosen as the most likely to achieve the vision. It key features 
include:

 � Capacity for growth on both north and south sides of the A379 creating three 
distinct neighbourhoods and an extension to Marsh Barton Trading Estate in 
the form of the Matford Business Park.

 � A district centre at the heart of the development and at the intersection of the 
key primary road network.

 � A new local centre on the northern side of the A379.
 � Two new primary schools one on each side of the A379 located within walking 

distance for all new residents and preventing the need to cross the A379.
 � A new secondary school located to the north of the A379 within the proposed 

green parkland network. During development of the masterplan this location 
has been moved to the west swapping sites with the primary school to 
minimise impact on the Scheduled Monument. The school location is well 
connected to the green lanes network ensuring easy walking and cycling 
access.

 � A dedicated green lanes network connecting all new neighbourhoods together 
and to the schools and to the existing neighbourhoods beyond. Establishing 
new routes and consolidating existing ones with the new Knowle Hill Park at 
the centre.

 � New enhanced public transport network running through the development 
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connecting a new park and ride, the district centre and the residential 
neighbourhoods to the city centre.

 � Scheduled Monuments, protected and thoughtfully incorporated into the 
extension of the city. (The secondary school has since been moved following on-
site discussions with English Heritage).

 � Potential water body or lake established within the Matford valley as a key 
feature of the SUDs strategy and to form part of a distinct identity for the new 
Knowle Hill park.

 � A new country park along the southern ridgeline of the study area, protecting 
wildlife designations whilst providing a regional landscape asset and again 
adding to the identity of the new district.
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6.0
A FRAMEWORK FOR GROWTH

 This section sets out a series of framework plans to guide development 
within the study area over the coming years. Each of the framework plans seek to 
contribute to the delivery of the strategic development layout and realise the over 
arching vision and objectives set out in Section 5. The framework plans include:

 � Character and landuse framework;
 � Access and movement framework;
 � Green infrastructure framework;
 � Sustainable urban drainage framework;
 � Urban framework;
 � Energy and utilities framework.

The framework plans seek to provide a flexible structure for guiding future change 
and growth in south west Exeter. If the principles set out in these frameworks are 
recognised and planned for coherently then the broader vision and objectives can be 
achieved.

The framework plans are brought together into an illustrative masterplan that dem-
onstrates how these frameworks could potentially be delivered.
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CHARACTER AREA PLAN
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6.1 CHARACTER AND LAND USE
The developable area established within the study area can be divided into 6 pro-
posed character areas, indicated by the plan opposite, each with its own distinct 
character and identity. Each of the proposed character areas is a response to its exist-
ing landscape character: landform, vegetation and aspect, its existing built context 
and proposed uses and density. The 6 proposed character areas are:

 � South Alphington;
 � Matford Business Park;
 � The Matford Valley;
 � Matford Centre;
 � East Matford and
 � West Matford  

The desired character of each of these areas is set out on the following pages. The 
scale of streets and spaces, uses, density, plot sizes, building heights, architectural 
treatment and design choices within each of these areas should reinforce its desired 
character and overtime establish a sense of identity.
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‘THE MATFORD VALLEY’

The Matford Valley neighbourhood is a residential neighbourhood providing a range 
of family housing but is charcacterised by the lower density ‘fingers’ of housing that 
stretch out into the parkland setting taking advantage of the water features and rural 
nature of the place. Secondary and primary schools also sit within this parkland set-
ting responding to and protecting the Scheduled Ancient Monument that sits within 
the Matford Valley.
 
USES

 � residential
 � education (secondary and primary)
 � recreation/leisure

DENSITY AND HEIGHT
Predominantly a low-medium density neighbourhood with medium density (45-55 
dph) areas adjacent to the A379 and A30 roads and low-medium density areas (35-45 
dph) reaching out along the valley responding to the water course and proposed lake/
water body and its parkland setting. Generally 2-3 storey buildings.
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‘MATFORD CENTRE’

Matford Centre will become the central focus for the new south west Exeter growth 
area providing a vibrant mixed use centre with a range of commercial residential  
and community facilities supported by the new and existing communities. 
New offices, employment space and hotel facilities can provide a business 
destination as well as supporting the expanding commercial activities in Marsh 
Barton. Some retail, food & drink and apartment living around new carefully 
designed public realm will create a suitably urban district centre for the growth of 
the city.

USES
 � employment (office, live-work, creative workshops);
 � hotel;
 � retail;
 � residential (apartments) and
 � community facilities to include, cafe, pub, library, community centre & sports 

hall, a medical centre (including GP & dentists), fire/police liaison facility

DENSITY AND HEIGHT
Higher density (55-65 dph) residential development as part of a mixed use centre. 3-6 
storey buildings.
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‘SOUTH ALPHINGTON’

The vision for south Alphington is of a predominantly residential neighbourhood 
that successfully and sustainably extends Alphington up towards the existing 
ridge line. A tight grain of permeable streets well connected to and close enough 
to the centre of Alphington to support the existing services whilst also providing 
limited local facilities that can also serve the adjacent proposed Matford Valley 
neighbourhood. The neighbourhood would support a mix of family housing 
arranged to respond to existing housing and maximise access to the Green Lane 
running along its southern edge.

USES
 � residential;
 � local shop; 
 � cafe and
 � youth centre/childrens centre.

DENSITY AND HEIGHT
Predominantly a low-medium density neighbourhood (35-45 dph) with low density 
areas (25-35 dph) adjacent the existing housing of Alphington. A higher density block 
(55-65 dph) at the heart of the neighbourhood will allow for a mix of dwelling 
types and create a focus for the local facilities and adjoining Matford Valley 
neighbourhood.  Generally 2-3 storey buildings. Development should conform to 
Exeter’s Residential Design Guide.
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MATFORD BUSINESS PARK

An extension of the Matford Business Park providing a variety of employment space 
including offices and workshops. The new employment community will have close 
links to facilities and Enhanced Public Transport (EPT) hub at the new Matford 
district centre. The building layout will provide a slightly tighter grain than that of 
the existing Matford Business Park and the layout will respond to the existing and 
enhanced green infrastructure corridor connecting the proposed Matford Valley 
Park to the estuary. 

USES
 � employment (office/light industrial/showrooms/creative workshops/

compatible B2)

DENSITY AND HEIGHT
Employment space with a higher plot ratio than existing areas of Matford Business 
Park, particularly to provide an active frontage to Bad Homburg Way and a visual 
‘gateway’ building at the new junction with the A379.
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‘WEST MATFORD’

West Matford will be a new neighbourhood with a distinct character, a compact 
residential community with highly sustainable housing laid out to a strong legible 
street pattern that responds to its topography and existing landscape structure. A 
dense framework of development forms an urban edge to the A379 and active street 
frontage to the enhanced public transport (EPT) route. Well connected  by foot and 
cycle to Matford district centre and the Matford Valley with its parkland and schools 
by a network of  ‘Green Lanes’ and beyond to central Exeter by EPT.

USES
 � residential;
 � employment (office, live-work, creative workshops);
 � local shop/cafe or similar;
 � park and ride facility and enhanced public transport (EPT) node

DENSITY AND HEIGHT
Predominantly a medium density neighbourhood with higher density (55-65 dph) 
areas adjacent the Matford Centre and the A379 access (Park & Ride). Medium-high 
density (45-55 dph) residential development adjacent the A379 and the EPT route and 
at the heart of the development. Low-medium density (35-45 dph) housing responds 
to the rural country park edge. Generally 2-3 storey with some 3-5 storey buildings 
adjacent the Matford Centre and at the ‘gateway’ access point from A379.




